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QUESTION 1

A developer is creating a new batch application that will run on an Amazon EC2 instance. The application requires read
access to an Amazon S3 bucket. The developer needs to follow security best practices to grant S3 read access to the
application. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Add the permissions to an IAM policy. Attach the policy to a role. Attach the role to the EC2 instance profile. 

B. Add the permissions inline to an IAM group. Attach the group to the EC2 instance profile. 

C. Add the permissions to an IAM policy. Attach the policy to a user. Attach the user to the EC2 instance profile. 

D. Add the permissions to an IAM policy. Use IAM web identity federation to access the S3 bucket with the policy. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An application on AWS is using third-party APIs. The Developer needs to monitor API errors in the code, and wants to
receive notifications if failures go above a set threshold value. How can the Developer achieve these requirements? 

A. Publish a custom metric on Amazon CloudWatch and use Amazon SES for notification. 

B. Use an Amazon CloudWatch API-error metric and use Amazon SNS for notification. 

C. Use an Amazon CloudWatch API-error metric and use Amazon SES for notification. 

D. Publish a custom metric on Amazon CloudWatch and use Amazon SNS for notification. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization is storing large files in Amazon S3, and is writing a web application to display meta-data about the files
to end-users. Based on the metadata a user selects an object to download. The organization needs a mechanism to
index the files and provide single-digit millisecond latency retrieval for the metadata. 

What AWS service should be used to accomplish this? 

A. Amazon DynamoDB 

B. Amazon EC2 

C. AWS Lambda 

D. Amazon RDS 

Correct Answer: A 
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Amazon DynamoDB is a fast and flexible NoSQL database service for all applications that need consistent, single-digit
millisecond latency at any scale. It is a fully managed database and supports both document and key-value data
models. Its flexible data model and reliable performance make it a great fit for mobile, web, gaming, ad-tech, Internet of
Things (IoT), and many other applications. 

 

QUESTION 4

An e-commerce site allows returning users to log in to display customized web pages. The workflow is shown in the
image below: 

An application is running on EC2 instances. Amazon RDS is used for the database that stores user accounts and
preferences. The website freezes or is slow to load while waiting for the login step to complete. The remaining
components of the site are well-optimized. 

Which of the following techniques will resolve this issue? (Select Two.) 

A. Implement the user login page as an asynchronous Lambda function. 

B. Use Amazon ElastiCache for MemCached to cache user data. 

C. Use Amazon Application Load Balancer to load balance the traffic to the website. 

D. Call the database asynchronously so the code can continue executing. 

E. Batch login requests from hundreds of users together as a single read request to the database. 
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Correct Answer: BD 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/sdk-for-javascript/v2/developer-guide/making-asynchronous-calls.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer has three microservice projects that are separated into different folders under the same AWS CodeCommit
repository. Each project has a separate AWS CodePipeline pipeline. The developer notices that when changes are 

pushed to one microservice, all three pipelines begin to run. 

The developer needs to ensure that only relevant pipelines run. The developer cannot make any changes to how the
repository is organized. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. For each of the three microservice projects, create a separate CodeCommit repository. 

B. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes an AWS Lambda function to
evaluate changes to the repository and run the appropriate pipeline. 

C. Create an Amazon API Gateway API that is backed by an AWS Lambda function to determine the appropriate
pipeline to run. Add the API endpoint to a webhook in CodeCommit. 

D. Migrate all three pipelines to a single pipeline. Add conditional stages to build a certain microservice project. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/devops/adding-custom-logic-to-aws-codepipeline-with-aws-lambda-and-
amazon-cloudwatch-events/ 
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